TELEMEDICINE SOLUTIONS

Telemedicine solutions from Trinity Dynamics
offer high-quality telehealth technology that
enables virtual consultation, examination, and
treatment to eliminate time and distance
between remote patients and their providers.

ADVANCING HEALTHCARE THROUGH TELEMEDICINE
Delivering innovative technology solutions to securely connect patients and providers—anytime, anywhere—and to enable
the collaboration of medical professionals across the country and around the world is how we fulfill our commitment to
helping advance healthcare through the facilitation of research, education, and communication in the medical community.

TELEMEDICINE TECHNOLOGY
Our telecommunication and information technology enables
healthcare professionals to connect with patients remotely
to provide convenient clinical healthcare from a distance.
Trinity Dynamics provides a full range of solutions to meet the
requirements of different environments: a highly mobile
telemedicine kit, a tabletop kiosk, and a roll stand solution.

MANAGED SERVICES
We offer on-site and remote managed services to support all
your technical A/V communication systems. Serving a client roster
that includes Fortune 1000 companies and the U.S. Government,
over 50% of our employees possess high-level security clearance
so you can trust us with A/V room administration, surveillance,
troubleshooting, and video operation center help desks.

PROVIDER NETWORKS
For customers needing access to a provider network, Trinity
Dynamics partners with a preferred provider group already
trained in ER Medicine and the use of our telemedicine
technology. This enables us to provide you with a fully
customized telemedicine program—hardware, software,
and provider network.

TRUSTED HEALTHCARE AND
TELEMEDICINE TECHNOLOGY
Trinity Dynamics offers cutting-edge technology in advanced
applications for an outstanding user experience—featuring
network-centric streaming and delivery methods with custom,
integrated solutions, made possible by a highly skilled team of
design engineers, software developers, and technicians that
conceptualize, design, and install a solution that is right for a
multitude of healthcare-specific uses, including:

IN-HOME CONSULTATIONS

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

HOME HEALTH FACILITIES

TACTICAL FIELD RESPONSE

REMOTE PATIENT TRIAGE

DISASTER RESPONSE

EMERGENCY CARE

WILDERNESS OPERATIONS

LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES

CLINICAL TEACHING TOOLS

By equipping hospitals, home healthcare services, nursing
homes, and schools with videoconferencing technology and
FDA-approved diagnostic devices, Trinity Dynamics is leading
the way in innovation with a full range of solutions to meet
the requirements of different environments.

MAKING HEALTHCARE ACCESSIBLE
For many patients, access to high-quality medical care can
often be complicated by financial, geographical, or situational
hurdles—challenges that can dictate when, where, and even
whether those patients are able to seek physician care.
Trinity’s telemedicine solutions are designed to overcome
those hurdles by providing access to professional healthcare
services, regardless of the patient or physician location.

“

MINI TELEMEDICINE SYSTEM
Many of our clients do not have access to reliable
transportation, so they aren’t receiving physician
care. The Trinity Mini Telemedicine System gives us
the capability to serve rural clientele in their homes.

Telemedicine technology aims to eliminate time and distance
factors in healthcare for remote patients by enabling real-time
examination and treatment through virtual consultation.
Our highly mobile Mini Telemedicine System connects patients
with physicians by using web conferencing technology to mimic
a typical office visit in a fully integrated solution. When paired
with a tabletop or cart, the system becomes easy to use inside
a single-building location. It offers a range of products that
feature first-rate, FDA-approved medical technology, including:

The Mini is extremely easy to use, and service is first
rate if you do have any questions about the Mini.
The Trinity Team is extremely knowledgeable and
are experts with the training on the device.
LaTonya Pittman, Delta Health Alliance, Mississippi

”

CAMERA

THERMOMETER

BLOOD PRESSURE CUFF

OTOSCOPE

STETHOSCOPE

PULSE OXIMETER

VIDEO WALLS

DIGITAL SIGNAGE

PRO AUDIO

Add major impact to communication in public spaces with the visual
power of dynamic, multi-screen systems over several screens or as separate
displays. Engage and impress your customers, visitors, and staff with an
interactive touchscreen video wall that can be customized to promote your
company’s brand or service, or allow users to interact via their handheld device
using video wall’s wireless device-engagement technology.

Capture attention with vibrant, constantly changing images and text.
Ideal for wayfinding, point-of-sale displays, interactive kiosks, bulletin boards,
and more, digital signs use LCD, LED and projection technologies to display
colorful, moving information graphics, images, videos, and more. Best of all, the
information displayed can be completely controlled by you, so it can be changed
in just a matter of a few clicks.

Clear, uninterrupted, quality sound is a necessity. Trinity offers professional
audio system design and installation for both small and large venues, providing a
fully immersive experience for event goers. Our engineers utilize the latest
hardware and software products such as “Open Architecture” Audio Digital Signal
Processors (DSP) to finely tune your environment, and can help with recording,
sound location, microphone placement (wireless or fixed), and speaker installation.

The original meeting space, the backbone of meeting rooms and collaboration
spaces, is the conference room. Whether its purpose is for board meetings or
teleconferencing around the globe, a conference room needs state-of-the-art,
dynamic, easy-to-use A/V equipment that helps your team communicate and share
information. Trinity can customize an A/V schematic design to address your
organization’s needs, large or small, using the latest in technology and equipment.

CONFERENCE
ROOMS

Gather and share information in a Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) environment.
As open floorplans fall out of favor, companies are redesigning work environments to
incorporate smaller, intimate spaces known as “huddle rooms” for use by individuals
or small teams. To be successful, these rooms need to be well equipped for flexible
use. Trinity specializes in outfitting your huddle rooms with every necessity, from
videoconferencing capabilities to wireless connectivity, BYOD support, and more.

Collaboration made simple using innovative technology. Connect with colleagues,
suppliers, and customers, no matter where in the the world they are located, through
face-to-face interactions with high-definition videoconferencing. Communicating
through video can eliminate a large percentage of routine or regular business trips
and the expenses they cause. Combine the latest hardware and software to achieve
top collaboration and information sharing in any environment.

HUDDLE ROOM
TECHNOLOGY

IMMERSIVE VIDEO
COLLABORATION

DYNAMIC, INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS FOR TELEMEDICINE
Trinity Dynamics provides audio/visual and video communication services that combine the latest
hardware and software to optimize collaboration and information sharing in any healthcare
environment. From exam to meeting rooms, our extensive portfolio of healthcare and telemedicine
technology is designed to keep medical professionals and patients informed and connected.

(800) 261-9008

TRINITYDYNAMICS.NET
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